Restaurant, Bar and Lounge

May I take this opportunity to introduce you to ITHACA, a destination venue previously unparalleled in Manchester. Located on John Dalton Street in
the cosmopolitan heart of the city, the 4.5 million pound project has now been completed with no expense spared. The outcome of this ambitious and
patiently executed project can boast an exclusive 7,700 square foot, five star, five-storey building, offering a South-East Asian fine dining experience
with separate luxury cocktail lounge and VIP member’s space.
Whilst the ground and the first floor accommodate over 70 covers across the two intimate restaurant spaces, the second and the third floors make
way for a sophisticated cocktail bar followed by a sumptuous VIP member’s lounge. By night, the latter will accommodate some of Manchester’s finest
Glitterati and wealth, secreted away on the top floor of the building. Downstairs, Our dining experience is an eclectic mix of South-East Asian culinary
delights, put together by a team of the world’s finest Pan-Asian and Japanese Chefs. ITHACA has therefore ensured that only an elite team of Bar and
Restaurant professionals will be in place to ensure the success of such an exclusive venue.
At Ithaca, we feel that there is tremendous scope to develop solid and exclusive relationships between local corporate enterprises and ourselves. We
envisage Ithaca becoming the nucleus for local networking, and we look upon ourselves as the obvious choice for the modern ‘city slicker’ whose
specific needs are essential to the development of modern day business. Furthermore, we hope to encourage growth and expansion within the
Northwest corporate sector by allowing Ithaca members to become part of our exclusive corporate hub.
For those seeking constant updates, we have provided instant WI-FI and for those looking for seamless perfection in their corporate facilities, we
assure you that every aspect of Ithaca has been designed to serve the exact needs of our discerning clientele.
Time spent within the walls of ITHACA promises to envelop you in an atmosphere of complete unashamed luxury and discretion. It is for these reasons
and beyond that I would like to extend an invitation to you to accept our complimentary, ITHACA CRYSTAL Member’s card. Membership is completely
free but by invite only, and is symbolic of ITHACA’S ability to recognise valuable or loyal clientele. This invitation will entitle you, the card holder, to a
wide variety of benefits including: 10% off all food during the day, priority access to Ithaca with two guests (subject to Terms and Conditions) and
luxury affiliate privileges associated with a membership at ITHACA.
The enclosed brochure specifically documents the level of service that you as an ITHACA CRYSTAL member can expect.
I’d like to thank you for your time and look forward to hearing from you very soon. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me
or one of my team on the number below.

Arnie S. Hira
Chairman & Founder
Ithaca Manchester
0870 740 4000
arnie@ithacamanchester.com

PERSONAL INFORMATION ( please complete fully )
title

name(s)

surname

date of birth

marital status

spouse / partner name

private address
postcode
telephone

mobile

fax

private e-mail
occupation

business name

business address
postcode
work telephone

work mobile

work fax

work e-mail
please indicate preferred address for correspondence

private

PAYMENT DETAILS ( please complete fully )
card type (VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX ect)

N/A

name (AS IT APPEARS ON CARD)

N/A

card number (16 DIGIT NUMBER ON CARD)
start date

expiry date

issue no
(if applicable)

3 digit security code
(last 3 digits on signature strip)

CONFIRMATION ( I hereby apply for membership of Ithaca. If accepted I agree to be bound by the rules of Ithaca )
signature

date

work

Complimentary / Corporate
Membership is based on a loyalty scheme;
By invitation only and is subject to membership committee approval
Membership will entitle you to 10% off food*
Discounts on Private Hire of the venue
You will be privileged to priority booking
Prioritised access into Ithaca Cocktail lounge day and night (subject to
capacity restrictions)
Access to VIP lounge during daytime and for evening functions only
Admission of additional 2 guests only
Free access to private 12 seat ‘private boardroom’ dining space
Access to luxury affiliate scheme benefits
*This discount can not be used in conjuntion with any other promotional
offer, gift vouchers or discounts available not can the discount value be
redeemed for money.

MEMBERSHIP IS COMPLIMENTARY, BY INVITE ONLY.

